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Introduction 

Part of a postdoctoral research project, funded by the Academy 

of Finland project Supra- and Transnational Foreign Policy 

versus National Parliamentary Government, 1914–2014 (2014-

2017) 

The creation of the Council of Europe in 1949 and the origins of 

the so called European values: a historical case study 

– In this presentation the British perspective is emphasized 

Presentation is divided according to parliamentarization, 

democratization and politicization 

The presentation is based to debates of the Consultative 

Assembly (1st session, August-September 1949), the 

proceedings of the Committee of Ministers and archival 

documents of the British Government. 

 

 



Parliamentarization 

The Council of Europe was one form of Western European co-

operation in postwar settings 

The manifestation of the interest to create an European 

Parliament 

– A compromise model: consultative assembly 

– The Consultative Assembly (for parliamentarians) and the Committee of 

Ministers (for governmental representation) 

The Committee had key influence over the assembly 

– For instance, control over agenda and the selection of officials 

– The Assembly was able only to make recommendations 

Despite initial weakness, the Assembly was portrayed and 

conceptualized as upcoming real parliament 

– Influenced discussions on reform of the political structure 

– Influenced the implementation of value aspect 



Democratization 

The Statute of the Council of Europe stated that the organization was 

there to protect democracy, rule of law and individual freedoms 

In practice, the Communists were excluded from protection 

The definition of individual freedoms; part of quest to protect the 

understanding of Western civilization 

Different ideas how to improve/"improve" the Council of Europe to more 

federal direction 
– Constitutional approach: more federal structure 

– Practical approach: series of agreements 

Different models wanted to protect the level of democracy and freedoms 

that existed from radical Communism, but the ideas on national 

sovereignty created the political reality 
– Some representatives portrayed themselves as representatives of Europeans, not 

nations 



Politicization 

Representatives of the Assembly were not divided according to parties 

or groups 
– An effort to show them as Europeans 

– Responsibility remained with individuals 

Major public interest: it was perceived important to show only limited 

politicization of issues 
– On the other hand, true parliament would contest issues 

The procedures limited fast political debate 

The relations between the Committee and the Assembly were a major 

source of politicization 
– At least from the point of view of the Assembly 

Within British national delegation, domestic politics surfaced quickly 
– Influenced the positions towards ideas on supranationalism, federalism and even the 

implementation of human rights 

– The understanding of national sovereignty had an impact 



Conclusion 

National sovereignty continues to create questions 

– Also in Britain… 

Institutional view on European integration: the Council of Europe 

served as parliamentary manifestation of European civilization 

and even identity, based to certain common values and to their 

implementation through the creation of political institution 



Thank you very much! 

teemu.hakkinen@jyu.fi 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


